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                    of  the Same Speciesi
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   It was  observed  that  caged  adult  males  of  Plautia stati  strongly  attracted  males  and  femalcs

of  the  same  species.  In 1982, the number  of  attra ¢ ted bugs increased in early  summer  and

in auturnn.  The  percentage of  females of  all bugs attracted  was  somewhat  higher than  that

found at  their habitats on  several  kinds of  plants, The  number  of  attracted  bugs formed  a

clear  peak at  dusk  or  just before complete  darkness. Processes of  the  attraction  were  discussed

in comparison  with  the  southern  green stink  bug, IVbzara viridula,  and  the  presence of  an  aggre-

gation pherornonc was  suggested,

                           INTRODUCTION

   Fruit-piercing stink  bugs  have  recently  become  serious  pests of  fruit trees in Japan
and  the  brown-winged  green bug, Ptautia stati  ScoTT,  is one  of  the  major  species  of  these

(HAsEGAwA and  UMEyA,  1974; UMEyA,  l976;  SHiGA, 1980). ODA  et al. (1980) ob-

served  that  on  a  Japanese persimmon  tree, P. stali adults  were  gathered  near  a  gauze
bag  in which  bugs  of  both  sexes  were  confined.  The  authors  ascertained  that  both

sexes  ofadults  were  attracted  to only  males  ofthe  same  species,  It is believed that  this

is the  first detailed report  on  the  intraspecies attraction  of  P. stali,

                       MATERIALS  AND  METHODS

   Eoperiment L  Conjirmatien of the evidence  ofattractien. One  hundred  male  and  100

female adults  of  P. stati,  which  had  been  reared  on  dry soybeans,  raw  peanuts  and

distilled water  fbr several  generations under  laboratory conditions  (22.5eC, 16L-8D),
were  relcased  in one  of  three  rooms  (A3 in Fig. 1) composing  a  screenhDuse  on  the

grounds  of  the  Fruit Tree Research Station on  May  20, 1982. They  were  aged  one

week  to three months  after  emergence  when  released.  Potted cryptomerias,  mulberry

trees and  Japanese pear  trees were  placed in the  room  as  their food and  refuge.  On
and  after  May  26, the  number  of  bugs  found  on  the  outside  of  screenhouses  A  and  B

and  the  peach trees planted between them  <Fig. I) was  counted  three  times  a  day, at

'i
 cofi[rl'bution fi,om {hE Fruit Tree  Research  Station, A-163.

2  Present address:  Okinawa Prefbatural Agriculturat Epcperiment Station, iF-222  Sakiyama-cho, IVlaha, Okinatva
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 Fig. 2. Schematic view  ofthree  cages  (150×
150 × 230 cm)  placed  at  the  Fruit Tree Research
Station. These were  set  up  from  north  to south

at  intervals of  30 m.  A  potted Himeringo  tree

(crab-apple) and  a  petted  chestnut  tree were

placed in each  cagc.
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trees

 B
 Fig.  1. Vertical and  horizontal vicws  of

screenhouses  and  their surroundings  at  the  Fruit
Tree Research  Stztion, Each  screenhouse  con-

sisted  of  thrce  rooms  and  lOO  P, stati adurts  (males
and  fema]es) were  released  in room  A3  on  May

20, 19S2. Dimensions  are  expressed  in centi-

metcrs.

Table 1,P,  stali adultsa  released  into cages  (1982)

Cage  ne,

Date

June 4July

 5Aug,

 2Sept.

 1Oct.
 2Nov.
 1

1 2b 3

   loo sg
No  replacement

   loo  83
No  replacement

   loo 3g
Ne  replacement

oooooo    loo 99
   loo 83
No  replacement

   loo S 8
No  replacement

   loo 88
a
 Laboratory-reared (22.5eC, 16L-8D),  When  releascd  in each  cage,  they  were  onc  week  to three

 months  old  onJune  4 and  less than one  month  old  on  the  other  dates.
b Left as  a  control  with  only  potted plapts.

about  9 a.m.,  1 and  5 p.m. The  released  bugs were  not  replaced  with  new  individuals
and  the  observation  was  concluded  at  the  end  ofJune.

    thPeriment ll. Dai4y and  seasonal  changes  in the number  ofbugs attracted.  Three cages
made  of  stainless  pipes and  nylon  gauze  (150 cm  long, 150 cm  wide  and  230  cm  high)
werc  set  up  near  a  plot ofJapanese  persimmon  and  pear  trees at  the Fruit Tree  Research
Station (Fig. 2). In each  cage,  a  potted Himeringo tree (crab-apple) and  a  potted
chestnut  tree were  placed as  food and  refuge  for the insects. OnJune  4, 1982, 100
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adult  males  of  laboratory-reared P. stali  were  released  in cage  No. I and  100 adult

females in cage  No. 3 (Table 1). Cage  No, 2 was  left as  a  control  with  only  potted
plants. On  July 5, the surviving  female bugs in cage  No.  3 were  removed  and  IeO male
bugs  weTe  released  there. In cages  Nos, l and  3, the  bugs were  replaced  with  new

individuals on  and  after  August  2 as  shown  in Table 1. As a  rule  the  three  cages  were

examined  at  9 a,m.,  1 and  4 to 7 p.m. (a little before dusk) to see  whether  or  not  bugs
were  alighting  on  the  outside,  On  days when  they  were  seen  to land  there, additional
counts  were  made  between  9 a.m.  and  7 p,m. or  even  after  7 p.m. Bugs landing on

the  cages  were  counted  but not  removed  until  June 17. But on  and  after  June 18,
they  were  removed  after  having  been  counted.  The  experiment  was  terminated  on  the
last day  of  November.

                                  RESULTS

Emperiment L Conjirmation of the evidence  ofattractien
    The  total number  of  bugs fbund  on  the  outside  walls  of  screenhouse  A  was  111,
104 of  which  were  outside  room  A3  (Fig. 1). The  other  seven  individuals were  in
close  proximity to A3  on  the walls  of  A2.  NQne  were  fbund on  screenhouse  B.
The  attraction  of  the  bugs confined  in room  A3  is thus  quite apparent.  Sixty-nine
bugs were  found on  some  ef  the  peach  trees planted between the screenhouses.  Al-
though  it is known  that  peach fruit is often  attacked  by adult  P, stali, in the present
case,  bugs on  these trees were  surely  primarily attracted  to others  of  their species  con-

fined in reom  A3  since  the  bug-bearing trees were  all located nearby.

    Figure 3 shows  the  fiuctuation in number  ofP.  stali  fbund on  the walls  of  the  screen-

house and  peach  trees; maximum  daily temperatures  are  also  shewn.  In P. stali

fiuctuation curve  there  were  two  peaks in late May  and  early  June. Bugs  counted

sharply  decreased in the  latter half ofJune,  apparently  mainly  due to the diminution of
attractiveness  since  the  majority  of  released  bugs had died by then.  The  remarkable

decrease in number  between  the  peaks was  probably  primarily the  result  of  a  sequence

oflow  temperatures.  No  bugs were  found on  days ofstrong  wind  andfor  heavy  rain.

ExPeriment ll. Daily and  seasenal  changes  in the number  ofbugs attracted

    In June male  and  fernale adults'ofP.  stati were  found  on  the  surface  of  cage  No. 1
in which  100 males  had been released,  while  none  were  found on  the  other  two  cages,

in spite  of  the  fact that  10e females had  been released  in cage  No.  3. This  result  clearly

shows  that  only  the  male  has the  ability  te attract  both sexes  ofhis  species.  The  release

of  females was  thereafter  discontinued.

  . Although the number  of  bugs  attracted  fluctuated greatly daily, some  trends

cou]d  be recognized  throughout  the  observation  period (Fig. 4). First, three  peaks in
numbers  counted  appeared  mid-month  in June, September and  October, the  highest
being 96 insects en  September 20. Second, from  midJuly  to early  September the

nurnber  was  quite reduced  and-in  August  only  three bugs were  recorded,  Third, no

bugs  were  recorded  in November. Low  temperatures,  particularly in autumn,  seemed

to  be closely  related  to the  reduction  in number  attracted.

    Percentages of  females to the  total  attracted  were  70, 74, 59 and  56%  in June,
July, September and  October;  (no calculation  was  made  for August  because of  the low
count  that  month.)  These  values  were  all higher than  those  found in a  field census
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  Fig. 4, Seasonal changes

cage  No. 1 (June) and  cages

total  number  of  bugs counted

in number  of  P, stali  adults  attracted  to

Nos, l and  3 (July and  later) in 1982.
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  Fig, 5. Number  ofbugs  by time  ofday  on  the  cages  during each  month  of  1982.
omitted  because there  were  only  three catches.)  Figures in each  band  are  the

bugs observed,
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carried  out  in several  other  habitats of  this bug;  the  average  of  the  latter was  5I%
(1,O081I,974) (unpublished data).

    Figure 5 shows  the times  of  day individuals were  found on  the  cages  each  rnonth

(August was  again  omitted).  In June, July and  September there  was  a  distinct peak
in numbers  at  dusk  orjust  before complete  darkness (7 to 8 p.m, in June andJuly,  and

6 to 7 p.m,  in September). In early  October  a  peak  was  observed  about  5:3e p.m.
After mid-October,  however, appearance  was  rather  even  in the  daytime  and  there

was  no  peak  at  dusk, probably because by  that  time  evening  temperatures  had  become
so  low that  flight activity  was  retarded,

    Two  interesting findings during the  observation  period were,  first, no  individuais
copulated  on  the  cages  and,  second,  two  cases  of  female (;lymnosema rotundotum  L., a

phasiid parasite efP.  stali (YAMADA and  MiyAHARA,  1979), were  fbund  on  or  near  the

cages  centaining  the  males.

                                 DISCUSSION

    The  present experimental  results  showed  that  both male  and  female adult  P. stali

were  highly attracted  to other  individuals of  the  sarne  species  but that  only  the  male

provided the source  of  attraction.  From  June to early  October a  considerable  propor-
tion of  the  bugs attracted  came  to the cages  during a  relatively  short  period around

nightfa11  (Fig. 5), suggesting  that  the  flight activity  of  P. stali has a  tendency  of  day

periodicity and  becomes  higher in the  evening.  In fact, it has been  observed  that

orchard  invasiens of  P. stali  have  often  taken  place in or  after  nightfa11  (ODA, 1980).
    The  reason  females were  attracted  in greater nurnbers  than  males  is unknown.

Males  may  have had a  tendency  to stay  less time  on  the  cages  and  therefore  may  have
had  less chance  of  being counted;  or  females may  simply  have  been more  strongly

attracted.  In this  connection,  the  behavior of  both sexes  in the  presence of  males

should  be analyzed  in detail in combination  with  the population dynamics of  the
    ispecles,

    A  similar  phenomenon  has been reported  on  the  southern  green stink  bug, Nlaxara

viridula  L. (MiTcHELL and  MAu,  1971 ; BRENNAN  et  al.,  1977; HARRis and  ToDD,  1980).
Both sexes  of  the adult  were  seen  around  caged  males  of  the  same  species  and  some

fiies of  the  tachinid,  7brichopoda Pennipes (F.) were  also  observed  there.  It is unlikely,

however,  that  the  phenomenon  in N. viridula  is identical to that  in P. stali in the  process
of  appearance  such  as  the  behavior of  attracted  individuals. According to MiTcHELL
and  MAu  (I971) and  BRENNAN  et al. (1977), a  male  of  N. viridula  emits  a  sex  pheromone
to  attract  females, and  according  to HARRis  and  ToDD  (I980) the  resultant  aggregation

of  females probably  acts  as  a  forerunner and  facilitator of  mate-finding.  On  the

contrary,  in P, stali mating  was  not  observed  between the  constituents  who  aggregated

on  a  cage.  Since some  of  the  bugs  came  at  night  and  even  in the  daytime those  in the

cage  could  hardly be seen  from outside  through  the  nylon  gauze, it can  be probably
assumed  that  the  visual  factor played no  important  role  in this phenomenon.  Although
no  chemical  analysis  on  pheromone  presence has yet been  done  for this species,  if
any  chemical  way  of  communication  is actually  involved it is probably  a  kind of  aggre-

gation pheromone.

    It was  demonstrated by  MiTcHELL  and  MAu  (1971) and  HARRis and  ToDD  <1980)
that  the  pheromone  of  ArL viridula  also  acted  as  a  kairomone  for T. Pennipes. Even  in
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P. stali, there  is a  possibility that  a  male  emits  a  kind  of  kairomone  for the  parasite,
G. rotundatum,  because  the  authors  fbund two  parasitic females en  the  cages  and  30

parasites were  also  caught  in water-pan  traps  baited with  ten  males  (unpublished
data).

   From  a  practical peint of  view,  the  phenomenon  of  attraction  of  P. stali  males  for
other  individuals of  the  same  species  rnay  be utilized  for monitoring  the  seasonal  occur-

rence  and  the  orchard  invasion of  the  bug, In preliminary experiments  bugs were

also  caught  by both sticky-board  and  water-pan  traps  baited with  ten  males  and  these

were  much  easier  to handle than  the  cage  trap.
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